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About Asbury Research
Who We Are
John Kosar, CMT, Chief Market Strategist
John has 40 years of experience and insight in analyzing and forecasting global financial markets. John spent the first
half of his career on the trading floor of the Chicago futures exchanges, where he had the opportunity to learn how the
US financial markets work from the inside out. This practical experience, early in his career, became the foundation for
his unique analytical approach, is, understanding of intermarket relationships, and global perspective. John
incorporates a comprehensive blend of technical and quantitative metrics, plus Asbury Research’s own proprietary
models, which collectively tend to be more intuitive and forward‐looking than the typical Wall Street approach.
John is a contributor to Forbes and is frequently quoted in the financial press, in both the US and abroad, including The
Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch.com, Barron’s, Yahoo! Finance, CNBC.com, and Reuters. He can regularly be seen
on U.S. financial television including CNBC, Fox Business, and Bloomberg, and is a frequent speaker at financial
seminars and events across the country presented by national organizations including the Chartered Financial Analyst
(CFA) Society, the National Association of Active Investment Managers (NAAIM), the CMT (Chartered Market
Technician) Association, and the American Association of Individual Investors (AAII).
Throughout his career, John has been consistently recognized as a top U.S. financial market analyst and was awarded
the Chartered Market Technician (CMT) designation in 1999. He served as Vice President of the CMT Association from
2004 to 2006 and was a member of its Board of Directors from 2002‐2006. During his career he has been a trader,
analyst, and strategist for Shearson American Express, NatWest Markets, Greenwich Capital Markets, and Deutsche
Bank.

About Asbury Research
What We Do
We utilize decades of investment experience and our own proprietary models to provide clients and
subscribers with forward‐looking, actionable market intelligence and investment ideas.
Our approach is purely data driven and focused on finding patterns and signals contained in our own
very large and broad database of market information. These signals, hidden behind the daily talking
points we hear about in the financial media, typically lead important changes in the direction of
financial asset prices.
Our metrics and methodology help our subscribers become more successful investors by identifying:
•
•
•
•
•
•

when it’s time to be aggressive and fully invested (Risk On),
when it’s time to be defensive and protecting capital (Risk Off),
where the opportunities in global stock markets exist,
what parts of the US financial landscape are performing best,
which sectors, industry groups, and individual stocks to buy, and
where the best opportunities exist in a broad array of ETFs.
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About Asbury Research
How We Do It
The Metrics We Use To Forecast Financial Asset Prices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Price, trend, and chart patterns
Our Correction Protection Model (CPM)
Our Asbury 6 key market internals
Global intermarket relationships
Our stock and ETF selection models (Asbury Momentum, Asbury Value)
Market volatility
Investor sentiment
Seasonality
Relative performance
Investor asset flows
Sector and Industry group selection
Size (Small, Mid, or Large Cap) & Style (Growth or Value)
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Navigating Covid and the Election with Data‐Driven Investing
Summary: October 15th, 2020
Our Tactical bias moved back to Risk On as of October 5th, from Risk Off on Sep 17th, while our Strategic bias
remains Positive as of late May. However, a sustained rise above the 2020 highs appears unlikely without at
least a corrective decline first.
•

Our Asbury 6 Model (Risk Management) is Positive as of Oct 5th.

•

Our Correction Protection Model (CPM, Wealth Preservation) is Risk On as of Oct 5th.

•

Our Stock Selection Models have existing long ideas in TECH and HD.

•

Our CARP Model suggests a recently increasing appetite for risk as Stocks are outperforming Bonds, High
Beta is outperforming Low Volatility, Growth is outperforming Value, and High Yield Bonds are
outperforming Corporates.

•

Our US vs. the World Model indicates 5 global stock markets from multiple continents around the world
are outperforming the US, 3 from East Asia.

•

Our SEAF Model indicates a continued trend of inflows into Industrials and a more recent trend of inflows
into Consumer Discretionary. The data also show a continued trend of outflows from Energy and an
emerging trend of outflows from Technology.
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US Stock Market
Price & Trend: Know Your US Broad Market Levels

“The Game Board”. This regularly‐updated chart helps our clients determine/risk
reward based on the Risk On/Risk Off and Where To Be Invested signals generated
by our quantitative models.
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Asbury’s Correction Protection Model (CPM)
Wealth Preservation: When To Be Invested
Purpose & Key Features
• Protects investors against significant market
declines
• without sacrificing long term performance
under a variety of market conditions,
• while greatly reducing market risk as
measured by actual time invested and by
volatility of returns (low beta).

Performance Highlights Since 2011
• CPM has a beta of 0.31 vs. 1.0 for SPX.
• CPM has averaged 5 signals per year.
• CPM has only been in the market 65% of the
time, significantly reducing risk.
• CPM has a maximum drawdown of 9.5%
compared to 27.6% for SPX.
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Asbury’s Correction Protection Model (CPM)
Wealth Preservation: “Risk On” As Of October 5th
About CPM

CPM Since 2019

• The Correction Protection Model (CPM) is our
own proprietary defensive model for the S&P
500. It is quantitative, objective, and data driven.
• CPM is binary: it is either Risk On or Risk Off.
• CPM is not a returns‐driven model, but rather a
wealth preservation tool. It was designed to
protect investor assets during potentially
dangerous market conditions while also taking
advantage of the market’s historical upward bias.
• We use CPM as a key indication of when to
increase market exposure (Risk On) and when to
be risk‐averse (Risk Off).
2020 Year To Date Performance
Correction Protection Model (CPM): +23.4%
S&P 500 (SPX): +7.6%
CPM Relative Outperformance: +15.8%
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The Asbury 6 Key Market Internals
Risk Management: When To Be Invested

The Asbury 6:
•

“A6” Signals Since Late 2018

the monthly rate of change in the
S&P 500
• the relative performance of
equity prices versus high yield
bond prices,
• investor asset flows
• corporate bond spreads
• trading volume
• market breadth
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The Asbury 6 Key Market Internals
Risk Management: Positive Since October 5th

The Asbury 6 is a daily assessment of the US stock
market’s vital signs.
Four or more metrics in one direction, either Positive
(green) or Negative (red), indicate a tactical bias.
When all Asbury 6 are positive, market internals are
the most conducive to adding risk to portfolios. Each
negative reading adds an additional element of risk to
participating in existing or new investment ideas.
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The Asbury 6 Key Market Internals
SPY Asset Flows, Relative Performance Near Term Positive

The total net assets invested in the SPDR
S&P 500 ETF shifted back to a trend of
monthly expansion on Oct 7th, characteristic
of Tactical broad market advances.

Stocks (SPY) have been outperforming
High Yield Corporate Bonds (JNK) on a
monthly basis since Oct 1st. Also Tactically
positive for the US broad market.
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Asbury Research Stock & ETFs Ideas
Quantitative Stock Selection
Asbury Research uses a quantitative, repeatable, multi‐step process to identify trending stocks
with favorable market internals, low initial risk, and exceptional risk/reward ratios.
We use our own proprietary models, Asbury Momentum which buys strength and Asbury Value
which buys weakness, to scan over 6,000 US stocks and about 200 ETFs every business day. Of
those identified as trade candidates, we only consider those:
•
•
•

with a market capitalization greater than $2 billion
with an initial risk of 5% or less
with a risk/reward ratio of 1:3 or greater (the reward must be 3 times the risk).

We then adjust the protective stop throughout the trade to either further mitigate risk or to lock
in open trade profits. Protective stops are only moved in the direction of the trade.
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Asbury Research Stock & ETFs Ideas
Quantitative Stock Selection: Our Current Stock Picks
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Asbury Research Stock & ETFs Ideas
Bio‐Techne, Home Depot Target 7% Advances

Biotech stock Bio‐Techne’s recovery form
major support has already resulted in a
9% advance and targets an additional 7%
rise to $286.68. An Asbury Value idea.
.

Cons Discretionary stock Home Depot’s
Oct 5th resumption of its April advance
has triggered a 2% rise and targets
another 7% rise to $307.00.
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An Asbury Momentum idea.

US Stock Market
Strategic Momentum: Intermediate Term Negative

SPX moved to as much as 13.3% above its 200‐day MA on Oct 12th , which is an
historically over‐extended extreme. This is a Strategic indication that the March
advance is over‐extended and vulnerable to a corrective decline.
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Relative Performance
Cross Asset Investing (CARP) Model: Risk Appetite Increasing Again

The table above highlights which segments of the US financial market are outperforming in both equities and
fixed income. The green highlights identify changes in trend, and the date they occurred, in 3 different time
frames:
• TRADING (weekly, yellow column), the most sensitive to changes in relative market direction
• TACTICAL (monthly, blue column), which we use to enter or exit an investment strategy
• STRATEGIC (quarterly, red column), which we use to identify intermediate term opportunity.
Our CARP Model suggests a recently increasing appetite for risk as risk as Stocks are outperforming Bonds,
High Beta is outperforming Low Volatility, Small Cap is outperforming Large Cap, Growth is outperforming
Value, and High Yield Bonds are outperforming Corporates. Note, however, these trends are quite new.
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Relative Performance
Global Relative Performance (1): The US vs. The World

This model shows that, through last week, 5 global stock markets from multiple
continents around the world are outperforming the US – 3 from East Asia. India is the
oldest of these trends, outperforming the S&P 500 by 12% since mid June.
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US Market Sectors: SEAF Model
Investor Assets Moving Into Industrials & Cons Discretionary, Out Of Energy & Tech

Trends in investor asset flows, across multiple time periods typically coincide with,
and often lead, directional moves in outright and relative performance.
The latest data in multiple time frames show a continued trend of inflows into
Industrials and a more recent trend of inflows into Consumer Discretionary. The
data also show a continued trend of outflows from Energy and an emerging trend
of outflows from Technology.
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Contact Us For Services & Pricing Info
Phone: 1‐888‐960‐0005
Email: info@asburyresearch.com
On The Web: https://asburyresearch.com/

